To be or not to be: predicting soluble SecAs as membrane proteins.
SecA is an important component of protein translocation in bacteria, and exists in soluble and membrane-integrated forms. Most membrane prediction programs predict SecA as being a soluble protein, with the exception of TMpred and Top-Pred. However, the membrane associated predicted segments by TMpred and TopPred are inconsistent across bacterial species in spite of high sequence homology. In this paper we describe a new method for membrane protein prediction, PSSM_SVM, which provides consistent results for integral membrane domains of SecAs across bacterial species. This PSSM encoding scheme demonstrates the highest accuracy in terms of Q2 among the common prediction methods, and produces consistent results on blind test data. None of the previously described methods showed this kind of consistency when tested against the same blind test set. This scheme predicts traditional transmembrane segments and most of the soluble proteins accurately. The PSSM scheme applied to the membrane-associated protein SecA shows characteristic features. In the set of 223 known SecA sequences, the PSSM_SVM prediction scheme predicts eight to nine residue embedded membrane segments. This predicted region is part of a 12 residue helix from known X-ray crystal structures of SecAs. This information could be important for determining the structure of SecA proteins in the membrane which have different conformational properties from other transmembrane proteins, as well as other soluble proteins that may similarly integrate into lipid bi-layers.